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Infinite Desire - A Savannah Novel

Infinite Desire Book 4 of The Savannah Series

Over the last several months, Savannah's life has been a never-ending roller coaster ride. Each time Savannah sees the light at the end of the tunnel, her world stops spinning and another obstacle is thrown in her path. Kayden has always been her rock, her constant during the most difficult months of her life. But a leaked story causes Savannah to doubt everything, including Kayden's love for her. Leaving their fate hanging in the balance, she runs back to Los Angeles hoping to heal her broken heart. After learning the truth, Savannah sets out to correct her wrongs and win Kayden back. Will Kayden put the past behind them, and focus on the future they could have together? Or will Savannah be heartbroken and all alone again? Savannah thought their love was indestructible, but after everything they've been through, can it now be an infinite love? Will Savannah and Kayden get their happily ever after, or will the past jeopardize their future? Only a special kind of love can survive the trials and tribulations life tosses in your way. Is Kayden and Savannah's love strong enough to make it through the strongest of storms? Only time will tell.

Praise from Eye Candy Bookstore
"Sexy, Steamy...once you meet Kayden Knox you will lose all train of thought. Just too hot!"

Check out books 1-3 of the Savannah Series:

Book 1 - Irresistible Desire: [link]
Book 2 - Inescapable Desire: [link]
Book 3 - Indestructible Desire: [link]

Scroll up and grab a copy today.

Irresistible Desire - A Savannah Novel

Savannah has been with Logan for four years. She thought he was the man she was going to marry, and one day start a family together. The life she imagined with Logan changes in a matter of seconds. Her entire life comes crashing down all around her; when she catches Logan in bed with another woman. Needing to get away from Logan and the paparazzi Savannah decides to leave Los Angeles and stay at her family's beach house in Galveston, Texas. She never imagined a man she only met once before, would come back into her life and be the one to mend her broken heart. Kayden storms into her life faster than a tornado. After a wild hot weekend together, their lives will be changed forever.

Mine Would Be You - Lawson & Emelyn

New York Times & USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance Danielle Jamie brings the first book in a sweet & sexy new series! "EACH BOOK IS A STANDALONE & NEW COUPLES" This is a second chance romance that is the perfect blend of ANGST-FILLED, EMOTIONAL & MELT YOUR KINDLE HOTTT MOMENTS!!! Emelyn LaClaire was honored to be the Maid of Honor in her best friend's wedding, but it came with a catch. She has to walk down the aisle with her ex fiance, Lawson McCoy. He's not just the Best Man; he's also her best friend's brother, and she's loved him since she was eight years old. Emelyn has avoided any kind of contact with Lawson since the day everything fell apart during her sophomore year at the University of Alabama. Now, after four years of avoiding him, she's not just seeing him, she also
has to walk down the aisle with him - the one man she dreamt of marrying almost all her life... Lawon McCoy only has a single regret, and it's throwing away the one thing that was good in his life. When his sister, Delilah, and her fiancé, Grayson, asked him to be the Best Man, it came with a stipulation. Do not in any way mess up their wedding. That's easier said than done, especially when the one girl who would rather stick hot pokers in her eyes than look at him will be walking down the aisle beside him...."

**A Tempting Christmas - A Tempt My Heart Holiday Novella**

You fell in love with Brittan McKenna and Jordon Valentine in Tempt My Heart. Now fall in love with them all over again with this sweet and sinfully sexy Holiday Short Story! Experience Jordon and Brittan's first Christmas together in his hometown of Chicago! Prepare to laugh your butt off and swoon hard for Jordon more than you did in Tempt My Heart! Brittan and Jordon fans are going to love this sweet and sexy short read!

**Tempt My Heart - A Brittan & Jordon Novel**

New York Times & USA Today bestselling author brings you a standalone that will be sure to top your favorite books list for years to come. **WARNING** This book will make you UGLY CRY so whatever you do DO NOT read in public!! It also contains a sexier than sin hot rocker who has the ability to melt your panties straight off by just a slight strum of his guitar! Meet Jordan Valentine and Brittan McKenna!! Brittan McKenna's life was perfect. After getting engaged to her high school sweetheart her happily ever after seemed to be all planned out. However after 9/11 her fiancé drops out of college to enlist; Brittan's life takes a swift turn. During his tour she tried to stay strong and hold onto the hope that he'd soon return to her, but then the unthinkable happens and she gets the news every military spouse prays they never have to hear. On the day Cane died, Brittan believed her heart had died along with him...or so she thought until her passion for music causes her to blaze a new trail testing fate and "tempting tomorrow." Eight years marks the anniversary of Cane's death when Brittan sets eyes upon Jordon; a guitarist whose shrouded in mystery and a world class bad boy for her bands opening act, Tempting Tomorrow. Will he have that spark to set Brittan's heart a light? After swearing off love will Brittan allow herself to feel again after years of trying anything to numb her pain and heartache? Does Jordon have what it takes to win her heart and make Brittan love again? Falling for a rock star is a dangerous game, but it's a hopeless task when you both have hidden demons. For Jordon love does not exist... not until he meets the lovely Brittan who has the power to tame the untameable beast inside of him. Will Brittan open her heart to love or will she sabotage the relationship before it even has a chance? What Everyone is Saying! This is a heart wrenching tale of love and loss with a sexy twist in the form of rockers Jordon Valentine and Brittan McKenna. If you love sexy Rock Stars and are a sucker for a sad story then Tempt My Heart is your kind of book. Bloggers say they haven't cried this hard since 'Taking Chances' By Molly McAdams and crushed so hard on a rocker since Kellan Kyle! This standalone is a must read! Brittan McKenna and Jordon Valentine are going to rock your world. From: Three Chicks and Their Books I loved this book hard! I love that the author went back and did back story on Brittan and Cane's relationship because it played a huge part in the story- and a massive part in Brittan's recovery. DUAL POV! DUAL POV! I love it when there is another
perspective, especially a guy's- and for me, Jordon was the perfect rocker dude. Cocky, arrogant, but with a very sweet and caring side. Jordon Valentine guitarist for the rock band, Tempting Tomorrow- and one sexy rock god, is who Brittan bumps into at a kick off celebration for their tour- that's right, their tour, Jordon's band is opening for Brittan's band- fate! These two have some crazy sexual chemistry! These characters are real, honest, and up front with one another- which I love. Most novels are spent in pure angst the entire time and you want to shout "COME ON ALREADY!!" But they actually communicate with each other and it makes it easier to see into this world Danielle has created. I can't wait for everyone I know to read it. More Reviews!!! OH MY GOD! Grab the tissues, Danielle Jamie's new standalone novel, Tempt My Heart is so emotionally raw its crazy, I spent at least 50% of this book crying my eyes out. This book will make you laugh and it'll make you cry but most of all it will make you appreciate what you have and look at life a different way, or it at least that's what it did for me. I can't begin to express how much this book touched my heart. 5 Big Ugly Crying Stars!! - Fictional Men's Room For Book Ho's"

**Nantucket Blue**

For Cricket Thompson, a summer like this one will change everything. A summer spent on Nantucket with her best friend, Jules Clayton, and the indomitable Clayton family. A summer when she'll make the almost unattainable Jay Logan hers. A summer to surpass all dreams. Some of this turns out to be true. Some of it doesn't. When Jules and her family suffer a devastating tragedy that forces the girls apart, Jules becomes a stranger whom Cricket wonders whether she ever really knew. And instead of lying on the beach working on her caramel-colored tan, Cricket is making beds and cleaning bathrooms to support herself in paradise for the summer. But it's the things Cricket hadn't counted on--most of all, falling hard for someone who should be completely off-limits--that turn her dreams into an exhilarating, bittersweet reality. A beautiful future is within her grasp, and Cricket must find the grace to embrace it. If she does, her life could be the perfect shade of Nantucket blue. Plus a sneak peek from Nantucket Red, on-sale May 2014!

**Southern Desire**

After experiencing heartache and loss, Whitney decides it's time to move on and leave the past behind, while keeping the pain with her. Finding her way to Kentucky to be with family, she's finally settling and feeling some happiness. She meets Aaron and he's slowly showing her how to live again. But, what Aaron doesn't know, is the deep secret she's keeping from him. Aaron doesn't believe in spending time with women he doesn't see a future with. Love, to him was black and white, until Whitney found her way into his life. She's his one and he's her strength. The overshadowing secret plaguing Whitney's mind drives her away, leaving Aaron and everyone she met behind. Will Aaron find his way to Whitney again? Or was their love something that most people desired and never found?

**Defending Taylor**

There are no mistakes in love. Captain of the soccer team, president of the Debate Club,
contender for valedictorian: Taylor's always pushed herself to be perfect. After all, that's what is expected of a senator's daughter. But one impulsive decision—one lie to cover for her boyfriend—and Taylor's kicked out of private school. Everything she's worked so hard for is gone, and now she's starting over at Hundred Oaks High. Soccer has always been Taylor's escape from the pressures of school and family, but it's hard to fit in and play on a team that used to be her rival. The only person who seems to understand all that she's going through is her older brother's best friend, Ezra. Taylor's had a crush on him for as long as she can remember. But it's hard to trust after having been betrayed. Will Taylor repeat her past mistakes or can she score a fresh start? Praise for Jesse's Girl: "A a fun, sexy, suck-me-in read."-Katie McGarry, author of Nowhere But Here and Pushing the Limits "An absorbing story...highly enjoyable."-Kirkus "Inspires as it entertains."-Publishers Weekly

The Way I Am

Chart topping-and headline-making-rap artist Eminem shares his private reflections, drawings, handwritten lyrics, and photographs in his New York Times bestseller The Way I Am Fiercely intelligent, relentlessly provocative, and prodigiously gifted, Eminem is known as much for his enigmatic persona as for being the fastest-selling rap artist and the first rapper to ever win an Oscar. Everyone wants to know what Eminem is really like-after the curtains go down. In The Way I Am, Eminem writes candidly, about how he sees the world. About family and friends; about hip-hop and rap battles and his searing rhymes; about the conflicts and challenges that have made him who he is today. Illustrated with more than 200 full-color and black-and-white photographs-including family snapshots and personal Polaroids, it is a visual self-portrait that spans the rapper's entire life and career, from his early childhood in Missouri to the basement home studio he records in today, from Detroit's famous Hip Hop Shop to sold-out arenas around the globe. Readers who have wondered at Em's intricate, eye-opening rhyme patterns can also see, first-hand, the way his mind works in dozens of reproductions of his original lyric sheets, written in pen, on hotel stationary, on whatever scrap of paper was at hand. These lyric sheets, published for the first time here, show uncut genius at work. Taking readers deep inside his creative process, Eminem reckons with the way that chaos and controversy have fueled his music and helped to give birth to some of his most famous songs (including "Stan," "Without Me," and "Lose Yourself"). Providing a personal tour of Eminem's creative process, The Way I Am has been hailed as "fascinating," "compelling," and "candid."

Forbidden - A Stepbrother Novella

Spring Break 2015 was supposed to be spent lying on the white sand beaches of Mexico sipping fruity cocktails with my friends and my boyfriend, Heath. Instead, I found myself single and flying back home to San Francisco to spend it with my mother, her new boyfriend and his son, Linc. Linc or as my friends like to call him 'Forbidden' is my future stepbrother and the one person who can get under my skin unlike anyone else. We all call him Forbidden because, like the fruit in The Garden of Eden, Linc, is gorgeous, tempting and completely untouchable. I've hated the arrogant jerk for as long as I can remember. But a week alone together followed by a drunken bet leads me onto a path that once taken there is no turning back. Book is approximately 28,000 words with a Sneak Peek into an upcoming release.